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SDS/2 Estimodeling Featured as Modern
Steel Construction 2020 Hot Product
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You may know how powerful SDS/2’s intelligent connection design is for
steel detailers, but SDS/2 Detailing isn’t the only software solution we have
on the market that’s paving the way for automation, accuracy, and efficiency
in the industry.

In this month’s issue of Modern Steel Construction, you’ll see SDS/2
Estimodeling, another one of our great software solutions, featured as a 2020
Hot Product.

https://sds2.com/taxonomy/term/46
https://lsc-pagepro.mydigitalpublication.com/publication/?m=7946&i=665975&p=58
https://sds2.com/solutions/sds2-estimodeling
https://sds2.com/solutions/sds2-estimodeling


Watch video on YouTube here

What Makes SDS/2 Estimodeling 'Hot'
SDS/2 Estimodeling is the only structural steel estimating software on the
market today with built-in connection optimization. Powered by the
intelligence of our all-in-one 3D steel detailing with automated connection
design, it allows you to generate fast and accurate model-based estimates
without relying on tables or third-party software.

SCHEDULE A DEMO WITH SDS/2 ESTIMODELING TODAY>>

But ‘fast and accurate’ is only the beginning. If you take advantage of all the
software has to offer, you can gain a true competitive advantage.

Here are a few examples of powerful ways you can use SDS/2
Estimodeling:

• Tailor estimates to your shop standards
• Identify expensive fabrication conditions
• Quickly compare alternative designs for cost-optimized

fabrication
• Spot check model costs
• Pre-identify RFIs
• Import design models
• Get a jumpstart on project detailing
• Use the 3D model as a sales presentation tool to help win

projects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BASPzlyazIU
https://sds2.com/demo


SDS/2 customer Drake Williams Steel has been transitioning to an SDS/2
Estimodeling workflow and is already seeing the benefits in providing their
customers more complete pictures of the budget and tonnage of a project
and getting more bids out the door.

“It saves us 30 – 40 percent on time when we use the model and create
material lists,” said Derrick Fitton, Director of Operations for Drake Williams
Steel – Structural Division.

See for yourself how SDS/2 Estimodeling can transform your bidding process
and win you more projects. Schedule a demo with SDS/2 today >>

Online training and certification is now available for SDS/2 Estimodeling. The
course covers all the skills, tools, and workflows involved in model-based
estimating with SDS/2. Learn basic modeling concepts, connection setup and
automation, and more, all at your own pace. Start learning today >>

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a globally leading software provider for digital
transformation in the AEC/O and media industries. Its intelligent software
solutions cover the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects and
enable creatives to optimize their workflows. Customers can design, build,
and manage buildings and infrastructures more efficiently and sustainably
and develop digital content such as visualizations, films and computer games
more creatively. The software provider is driving innovations such as digital
twins as well as open standards (OPEN BIM), and sustainability in the AEC/O
industry, constantly expanding its portfolio by also investing in deep-tech
startups. Currently more than seven million users worldwide are shaping the
world with the customer-focused solutions of our four divisions. Founded by
Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs
around 3,600 experts globally.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company generated revenues amounting to EUR 801.8 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 257.0 million in 2022.

https://sds2.com/demo
https://sds2.com/training/online-estimodeling-training
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